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Abstract

We develop a theory that shows signaling a firm’s fundamental quality (e.g., its operational

capabilities) to lenders through inventory transactions to be more e�cient—it leads to less

costly operational distortions—than signaling through loan requests, and we characterize how

the e�ciency gains depend on firm operational characteristics such as operating costs, market

size, and inventory salvage value. Signaling through inventory being only tenable when inventory

transactions are verifiable at low enough cost, we then turn our attention to how this verifiability

can be achieved in practice and argue that blockchain technology could enable it more e�ciently

than traditional monitoring mechanisms. To demonstrate, we develop b verify, an open-source

blockchain protocol that leverages Bitcoin to provide supply chain transparency at scale and

in a cost e↵ective way. The paper identifies an important benefit of blockchain adoption—by

opening a window of transparency into a firm’s supply chain, blockchain technology furnishes

the ability to secure favorable financing terms at lower signaling costs. Furthermore, the analysis

of the preferred signaling mode sheds light on what types of firms or supply chains would stand

to benefit the most from this use of blockchain technology.
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1 Introduction

Firms seeking the capital needed to e�ciently run their operations are often impeded by the vexing

problem of information asymmetry. Unable to readily ascertain their fundamental operational ca-

pabilities and gauge their risk, prospective lenders frequently command prohibitively high financing

rates, which lead to operational distortions. Information asymmetry can be especially problematic

for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and startups, which are likely to be engaged in

innovative operations and lack track record and reputation, particularly in developing economies

plagued by trust and fraud issues. To overcome this problem, extant literature argues that firms

can credibly signal private information to their lenders by distorting loan requests. For instance, a

cash-strapped entrepreneur with an innovative prototype can try to signal good demand prospects

by accepting restrictive covenants, shortening loan maturities, or requesting a larger loan. Alter-

natively, firms can also signal through their inventory transactions, e.g., by sourcing high-quality

materials from established suppliers, or distorting inventory trading quantities.

In this paper, we first develop a theory that shows signaling a firm’s fundamental quality (e.g.,

its operational capabilities) to lenders through inventory transactions to be more e�cient—it leads

to less costly operational distortions—than signaling through loan requests. Of course, signaling

through inventory is only tenable when a firm’s supply chain is transparent to its lenders, i.e., its

inventory transactions are verifiable by lenders at low enough monitoring costs. The paper’s second

goal is to argue that blockchain technology has the potential to enable supply chain transparency

more e�ciently than traditional monitoring mechanisms. To this end, we introduce b verify, an

open-source software protocol we developed to demonstrate how this technology can be implemented

in a way that is accessible to SMEs in developing economies. In particular, b verify, which uses

the Bitcoin network, can secure supply chain transactions at large scale (thousands per second)

and at very low cost per transaction (fractions of a cent). Taken together, our paper identifies

an important benefit of blockchain adoption—by opening a window of transparency into a firm’s

supply chain, blockchain technology furnishes the ability to secure favorable financing terms at

lower signaling costs.

Signaling operational capabilities: cash vs. inventory

In the presence of information asymmetry between firms and their lenders regarding firms’ cred-

itworthiness, high-quality firms have an incentive to signal their operational capabilities to obtain

more favorable credit terms. Among the potential signaling mechanisms that have been studied,

the majority involve distorting loan terms (Ross 1977, Besanko and Thakor 1987, Milde and Riley
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1988). Indeed, signaling through loan requests, which we refer to here as cash signaling, is the

de facto mechanism as lenders observe loan requests directly without incurring monitoring costs.

Firms can also signal by distorting an actual physical investment, e.g., an inventory transaction.

What we refer to as inventory signaling has been studied primarily in the context of signaling to

equity investors, who observe delayed and audited financial reports (Bebchuk and Stole 1993, Lai,

Xiao and Yang 2012, Lai and Xiao 2018), and suppliers (Cachon and Lariviere 2001, Özer and

Wei 2006, Chod, Trichakis and Tsoukalas 2018). Because lenders such as banks generally do not

costlessly (and perfectly) observe inventory transactions, this setting has received far less attention.

Although both cash and inventory signaling are well established in their own separate literature

streams, we are not aware of any work that would pit them against each other. Our work bridges

this gap by identifying and resolving the tradeo↵s firms face when given a choice between these

two mechanisms, and deriving conditions on firm operational parameters under which inventory

signaling is more e�cient. In particular, in the absence of monitoring costs, we show that inven-

tory signaling is generally preferable and characterize the conditions under which this preference is

strict. Then, in the presence of monitoring costs, we characterize the conditions under which cash

signaling strictly dominates inventory signaling and vice versa: our theory predicts that (i) inven-

tory perishability, (ii) inventory illiquidity, (iii) firm’s creditworthiness, (iv) smaller firm market’s

size, (v) lower monitoring costs, and (vi) higher operating costs all favor inventory signaling, and,

therefore, blockchain adoption.

Supply chain transparency through Blockchain: The b verify protocol

The proposed benefit of supply chain transparency is only tenable when firms’ individual inventory

transactions are verifiable by lenders at low enough costs, which then raises the question of how this

can be achieved in practice. We argue that blockchain technology could provide such transparency

in a more e�cient way relative to traditional monitoring mechanisms.

Banks do not generally observe inventory transactions and, if they do (e.g., through letter

of credit issuance or asset-based lending) such monitoring is costly and imperfect (Stiglitz and

Weiss 1981, Diamond 1991, Burkart and Ellingsen 2004, Fabbri and Menichini 2016). For example,

financing through a letter of credit, whereby the bank pays directly the supplier upon the shipment

of goods, involves intermediaries and a significant paper trail, and can be costly, time consuming,

and subject to fraud.1 Similarly, an inventory-based loan requires intermediaries to issue and audit

1
According to the FBI, “Letters of credit frauds are often attempted against banks by providing false documen-

tation to show that goods were shipped when, in fact, no goods or inferior goods were shipped”
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warehouse receipts, which is again costly and prone to fraud (Trichakis, Tsoukalas and Moloney

2015).2

Trade credit financing is one setting where inventory transparency arises naturally thanks to

the dual role of suppliers as creditors. The use of supplier financing, however, has limits as suppliers

tend to face a considerably higher cost of capital than banks (Chod 2016). Furthermore, suppliers

are often capital constrained themselves, and to extend credit, they usually borrow from banks,

i.e., they act as intermediaries.

Blockchain technology has the potential to mitigate many of these issues. Blockchains are

cryptographically secure, distributed ledgers that can enable decentralized verifiability of digital

goods transactions.3 The advantages of the technology are relatively well known—at least as they

relate to storing records of digital transactions—including 1) strong security; 2) disintermediation,

e.g., the ability to provide trust in the absence of a trusted party;4 3) record integrity, by providing a

chain of audit which reduces fraud opportunities; 4) automation, so that tasks such as making loan

payments can be automated (Babich and Hilary 2018). In brief, these features can be leveraged to

address many of the aforementioned shortcomings including the paper trail ine�ciencies, the need

for costly intermediaries, and issues of fraud.

There are, however, some potential obstacles that may inhibit the use of blockchain technology

in supply chains, or may make it too expensive to deploy. First, it is not obvious to what extent

and how exactly blockchains can be successfully ported to provide verifiability of physical goods

transactions, such as procuring inventory. In particular, physical transactions involve a certain

amount of human intervention and, therefore, are more susceptible to mistakes or deliberate mis-

representation. The ensuing “garbage-in-garbage-out” problem could completely negate the main

purpose of blockchain adoption in providing transparency.

Second, even if transaction verifiability can be successfully ported, it is not clear whether

blockchain can be deployed in a way that keeps implementation and operating costs low enough to

make it relevant to SMEs in developing economies. To this point, there are substantial di↵erences

to consider between private and public blockchain implementations, each having their own advan-

(https://www.fbi.gov/scams-and-safety/common-fraud-schemes/letter-of-credit-fraud).

2
Perhaps the most infamous example of falsifying warehouse receipts in asset-based lending is the De Angelis salad

oil swindle, which nearly crippled the New York Stock Exchange (Taylor Nov 23, 2013).

3
Blockchains were originally designed to solve the infamous double spending problem for digital currency, i.e., to

ensure that a digital asset transmitted from one party to another has not already been spent elsewhere.

4
In the Bitcoin blockchain, for instance, the task of recording transactions is assigned to individual miners who

compete through a proof of work mechanism at every round, to append blocks to the existing chain, in exchange for

compensation (composed of transaction fees, and new currency issuance).
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tages and disadvantages in the context of supply chains. On the one hand, private blockchains have

some desirable properties in terms of privacy but 1) are usually not fully decentralized and do not

fully eliminate intermediation, 2) have di�culties scaling to achieve adequate security guarantees,

and 3) have (relatively speaking) large infrastructure costs. On the other hand, public blockchains,

such as the one backing the Bitcoin network, do not su↵er from these issues, but they do lack

some of the desired properties that are important to supply chains, such as identification of verified

parties, privacy of data, and transaction costs that are controlled in-network.

To demonstrate how these technological and cost issues can be overcome in practice, we devel-

oped an open-source software protocol termed b verify. The protocol uses the Bitcoin network

to ensure recorded data cannot be retroactively modified or altered. At a high level, the protocol

is designed to leverage the infrastructure benefits of public blockchains, while taking advantage of

several innovations that mitigate some of the aforementioned privacy, identification and transaction

cost issues. Unlike previous systems, b verify was designed so that it can provide data integrity at

scale and at low cost; it is capable of processing thousands of transactions per second at a fraction

of a cent each. More details about the protocol and its key innovations are included in Section 3.

In this paper we consider a specific use case in agricultural supply chains, demonstrating how

the protocol facilitates transaction verifiability in the context of warehouse inventory. Warehouses

often play a central role in supply chains, being frequented by suppliers who deposit inventory,

buyers who procure inputs, and banks who utilize warehousing receipts and transactions to process

loans (Trichakis, Tsoukalas and Moloney 2015). An enterprise-grade implementation of b verify

at this nexus of stakeholder interaction can securely provide, depending on the need, relevant supply

chain transanctional information to stakeholders, along with a cryptographic proof that the records

are authentic and that no record has been omitted. According to our theory, this in turn should

enable high-quality firms to use inventory as a credible signaling device and thereby unlock access

to favorable financing terms with smaller operational distortions.

1.1 Related Literature

Signaling models The literature on signaling goes back to the seminal paper by Spence (1973).

Whereas Spence (1973) considers only one signaling mechanism (education), herein we allow the

informed players to choose between two alternative signaling mechanisms, and study which one

prevails in a least-cost separating equilibrium. As we shall see, inventory signaling incurs higher

unit signaling costs than cash signaling. While casual intuition could suggest that signaling through

the costlier mechanism is automatically more e�cient, a deeper analysis within the classical frame-
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work laid out by Spence (1973) reveals that this may or may not be the case. Using a generic

game, we formally show that if two signaling mechanisms are available that di↵er only in the unit

signaling costs, the high type can prefer the costlier or the cheaper mechanism, depending on the

circumstances. In particular, our analysis brings to light the following tradeo↵. Because the costlier

mechanism allows the high type to separate with a smaller distortion, the choice of signaling mech-

anism trades o↵ the lower per unit signaling cost of one mechanism against a smaller distortion

required to separate with the other. In the context of Spence’s education signaling, if, say, liberal

arts education is costlier than engineering education, a first degree in the former while a postgrad-

uate degree in the latter could be required for the high type to separate. We demonstrate that in

general, the equilibrium choice of the signaling mechanism by the high type depends the relation

between the cost premia of the costlier mechanism for the two types. Within our specific context,

we find that the inventory/cash signaling cost premia are such that inventory signaling dominates.

Signaling to financiers/suppliers Signaling through loan requests to financiers has been well

studied in the finance literature, going back to Ross (1977) who shows that high-quality firms,

concerned with short-term valuation, can signal to investors by requesting larger loans. In Besanko

and Thakor (1987), lenders screen borrowers using a credit policy consisting of interest rate, loan

amount, collateral, and the credit granting probability, and high-quality firms signal by borrowing

more in equilibrium than they would under full information. Milde and Riley (1988) model a game,

in which banks screen borrowers by o↵ering higher loans at higher interest rate, and depending

on project characteristics, high-quality borrowers may signal by choosing larger or smaller loans

in equilibrium. Duan and Yoon (1993) show that when borrowers choose between spot market

borrowing and a loan commitment, high-quality borrowers signal by using larger loan commitments.

Signaling through inventory has been studied primarily in the operations management literature

in the context of signaling to suppliers and signaling to equity investors. Inventory signaling to

suppliers is the subject of Cachon and Lariviere (2001) and Özer and Wei (2006), both of whom

examine how a privately informed manufacturer can credibly share demand forecast with a supplier,

which then uses this forecast to build capacity. Taking the perspective of the manufacturer and

that of the supplier, respectively, Cachon and Lariviere (2001) and Özer and Wei (2006) show that

the manufacturer can signal by overordering. Chod, Trichakis and Tsoukalas (2018) study supplier

diversification in a model that features inventory signaling to suppliers who are also trade creditors.

The literature on inventory signaling to equity investors draws upon Bebchuk and Stole (1993),

who show that when firms are concerned with the short-term valuation and investors observe the

investment level, firms can signal high productivity by overinvesting. Building on the same premise
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but in the supply chain context, Lai, Xiao and Yang (2012) show that inventory overinvestment due

to signaling can be prevented using a menu of buyback contracts; Lai and Xiao (2018) find that the

first-best inventory decisions can be also achieved in equilibrium when the managers short-termism

is endogenous; and Schmidt et al. (2015) focus on characterizing pooling equilibria.

Our paper contributes to the above literatures by contrasting signaling with loan requests and

signaling with inventory, and by establishing the conditions under which the latter dominates. By

studying the e↵ect of inventory transaction observability in the context of lending, our paper is

intimately related and contributes to the literature on supplier financing.

Supplier financing The literature on supplier financing is vast and we only review papers here

that are closest to ours. Burkart and Ellingsen (2004) show that observability of the input trans-

action by the supplier reduces the borrower’s diversion opportunities. Considering multiple inputs,

Fabbri and Menichini (2016) and Chod (2016) show that transaction observability also reduces the

asset substitution problem. Although these papers focus on moral hazard, our work focuses on

information asymmetry, where it a↵ords new insights. In particular, the insights in these papers

are less relevant in settings in which opportunistic behavior can be alleviated through other means,

such as debt covenants, strong legal institutions, and so forth (Iancu, Trichakis and Tsoukalas

2016). Our theory holds irrespective of buyer opportunism.

Closer to our work, within information asymmetry models, Burkart and Ellingsen state that

“there is no obvious distinction between lending cash and lending inputs” (p. 571). Our work

demonstrates that such a distinction does exist: it characterizes the conditions under which an

input transaction (inventory signaling) transmits private information about the borrower quality

more e�ciently than a cash transaction (cash signaling).

The explanation o↵ered by our model is distinct from, and possibly more robust than, existing

explanations that rationalize supplier financing based on the assumption that suppliers have an

a priori informational advantage over banks (Emery 1984, Biais and Gollier 1997, Jain 2001).

Albeit certainly the case in some instances, it is unlikely that financial institutions specialized in

developing lending relationships and assessing creditworthiness are systematically disadvantaged

relative to suppliers. Our proposed explanation is immune to this criticism because our model

assumes a level playing field between banks and suppliers, and identifies a monitoring advantage of

supplier financing that emerges endogenously from the very nature of the transaction and the supply

chain transparency it provides. Our theory, although robust to the foregoing criticisms, admits its

own limitation, namely, that it is relevant only in the presence of information asymmetry between

buyers (borrowers) and lenders regarding the former’s creditworthiness.
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Blockchain literature Most existing literature on blockchains is in computer science, starting

with the original white paper by Nakamoto (2008). Given that blockchain technology is very new

and still being actively developed, the management literature on the topic is scarce. Babich and

Hilary (2018) provide a qualitative discussion of the technology’s potential to improve production

and distribution networks and implications for operations management researchers. Several papers

examine the economics of mining and/or optimal design of blockchain systems, e.g., Biais et al.

(2017), Huberman, Leshno and Moallemi (2017), Budish (2018), Cong, He and Li (2019), Hinzen,

John and Saleh (2019), Saleh (2019) and references therein. To the best of our knowledge, ours

is the first research paper to explore both practical and theoretical implications of blockchains for

supply chain finance and operations management.

A few recent papers, however, have started exploring the impact of blockchain in other areas. For

instance, Yermack (2017) examines implications of blockchains for corporate governance, arguing

that the transparency of ownership o↵ered by blockchains may upend the balance of power in

traditional governance structures. Catalini and Gans (2017) study how blockchain technology could

shape innovation by reducing transaction verifiability costs and bypassing intermediaries. Chod

and Lyandres (2018), Gan, Netessine and Tsoukalas (2019) and Chod, Trichakis and Yang (2019)

study financing of entrepreneurial ventures by issuing crypto-tokens (ICOs) on existing blockchain

platforms. Falk and Tsoukalas (2019) study crowdsourcing, and more specifically, token-weighted

voting, for blockchain-based systems, such as token-curated registries (TCRs). Other releavant

studies include Halaburda (2018), Cong, Li and Wang (2018), Cong and He (2019).

We contribute to this literature by examining how the existing blockchain technology and, in

particular, the transaction verifiability it provides, can be used by firms to transmit information

about their inherent quality. Although the literature has recognized the benefits of blockchain-

enabled verifiability of asset ownership (Biais et al. 2017), we are not aware of any papers that

would connect transactional verifiability a↵orded by blockchain to transparency regarding the firm

fundamental quality. As we show in this the paper, the leap from one to the other is possible, but

can be very subtle.

Other relevant literatures Our paper is related to the operations literature on information

sharing and signaling which spans di↵erent areas, including signaling operational capabilities in

supply chain finance (Tang, Yang and Wu 2018), signaling quality in experimentation and inno-

vation settings (Bimpikis, Drakopoulos and Ehsani 2017, Acemoglu, Drakopoulos and Ozdaglar

2017), signaling content accuracy in social networks (Candogan and Drakopoulos 2017), informa-

tion sharing in the context of crowdfunding (Chakraborty and Swinney 2017, Babich, Tsoukalas
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and Marinesi 2019, Belavina, Marinesi and Tsoukalas 2019), screening firm production capabilities

(Chick, Hasija and Nasiry 2016), and many others. Because the key innovation of the blockchain

technology that we focus on is that it enables information sharing when transacting parties do not

trust each other, our work also contributes to the literature on trust in supply chains (Özer, Zheng

and Ren 2014).

2 Signaling Operational Capabilities: Cash vs. Inventory

As alluded to in the Introduction, cash signaling can take many forms. For example, a firm could

signal by accepting tight covenants or short maturities. Similarly, inventory signaling could involve

the choice of high quality suppliers or materials. To facilitate comparison, we study a parsimonious

model in which cash signaling involves requesting a larger loan, and inventory signaling sourcing

more inventory.

Consider a firm that can be one of two types: low-quality or high-quality, denoted by subscripts

L and H, with probability 1 � h and h, respectively. The two types di↵er in their operational

capabilities, which manifest in di↵erent demand curves the firms face in the output market. Firm

of type i, or simply firm i, sells its output at price ↵̃i � x, where x is the quantity sold and ↵̃i is a

demand shock or price intercept that follows a two-point distribution

↵̃i :=

8
<

:
↵i with probability 1� bi,

0 with probability bi,

i 2 {L,H} ,

where ↵H > ↵L and bH < bL. When ↵̃i = ↵i (↵̃i = 0), we say that firm i’s product is a success

(failure). If the product is a success, the firm generates sales revenue (↵i � x)x; if the product is a

failure, it generates no revenue and we assume that the unsold output has no residual value. Thus,

a high-quality firm has a higher probability of success and faces a larger market size conditional on

success.5 A firm’s type constitutes its private information.

Before the firm finds out whether its product is a success or a failure, it purchases Q units of

an input, referred to as “inventory” at a unit cost c. Subsequently, but still before success/failure

is revealed, the firm transforms x units of this input into output, and brings this output to the

market. Any linear internally funded cost of production can be subsumed by the demand curve

intercept ↵i, which can thus be also interpreted as an (inverse) measure of the firm’s operating

costs. Inventory units not processed spoil and have zero salvage value.

5
The reason we assume that a higher probability of success is associated with a larger market size is that both are

likely to result from superior management or operations capabilities.
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Inventory is financed entirely by credit, which is priced competitively, i.e., the lender charges

fair interest at which it expects to break even.6,7 For example, when the lender provides credit D

and expects no repayment in the bankruptcy state whose probability it believes to be b, and full

repayment otherwise, it charges interest r that satisfies

(1� b) (D + r) = D. (1)

One can easily see that firm i goes bankrupt if its product is a failure.

We assume that the production lead time is longer than the grace period granted to the firm

by the input supplier. In other words, the firm needs to secure input financing before it completes

production and, as a result, cannot use output (whether it is ultimately observable by the lender

or not) as a signaling device vis-à-vis the lender. We also assume that firms are not allowed to pay

dividends unless they repay lenders, they cannot repay early, and they deposit all excess cash at

the risk-free rate, which is normalized to zero. The equity value of a firm of type i that purchases

Q units of input, transforms x units of this input into output, and faces interest r, equal to

Vi(Q, x, r) := (1� bi)((↵i � x)x� cQ� r), i 2 {L,H}.

Firms make decisions so as to maximize their equity value.

We make a technical assumption that the di↵erence between the failure probabilities of the two

types is large enough so that

bL

1� bL
(↵L � c) >

bH

1� bH
(↵H � c) . (2)

This condition ensures that if high and low types request the same loan amount under full informa-

tion, the low type is charged a higher interest. This condition is necessary to rule out the unlikely,

but theoretically conceivable scenario in which the lender charges the low type a more favorable

interest, knowing that given its smaller market size, the low type will put at risk (by investing into

inventory) a smaller fraction of the amount borrowed. Most important, this condition provides the

high (low) type with the incentive to signal (imitate).

Our analysis proceeds as follows. We first consider a benchmark “full information” case, wherein

the lender knows the firm’s true type. We then consider the asymmetric information case under

two alternative scenarios that di↵er with respect to the firm’s supply chain transparency vis-à-vis

the lender. Section 2.2 deals with the cash signaling game that ensues when the lender does not

6
Fairly priced credit is a standard assumption in the finance literature (see e.g., Biais and Gollier 1997 and Burkart

and Ellingsen 2004).

7
We normalize the lender’s cost of capital to zero without a loss of generality.
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observe the firm’s inventory order before setting the credit terms. Under the assumption of zero

monitoring costs, Section 2.3 deals with the inventory signaling game that arises when the lender

does observe the firm’s inventory order before setting the credit terms. Then, in Section 2.4, we

pit the two signaling games against each other, and characterize the equilibrium choice of signaling

mechanism. Section 2.5 provides a sensitivity analysis. The assumption of zero monitoring costs

is relaxed in the Electronic Companion (EC), alongside other robustness checks. In our analysis of

signaling games, we focus on pure-strategy perfect Bayesian Nash equilibria (PBE).

Note that, in this section, we use blockchain simply as a running example of a monitoring

mechanism that can provide supply chain transparency to lenders; our analysis remains applicable

to all other alternative mechanisms we discussed in the Introduction. Accordingly, we denote

the equilibrium outcomes of the cash and inventory signaling games using subscripts ? and -B,

respectively, where -B is a mnemonic for blockchain-enabled supply chain transparency.

2.1 Full Information

Suppose for now that the lender knows the firm’s true type. Under full information, the lender can

always infer the firm’s inventory order from the loan amount. Furthermore, absent any signaling

incentives, the firm has no reason to borrow more than it will spend on inventory, or to order more

inventory than it will process into output, i.e., D = cQ and x = Q.

When financing Q units of inventory, firm of type i faces interest cQ
bi

1�bi
according to (1).

Consequently, its optimal inventory decision is

Q
fb
i := argmax

Q�0
Vi

✓
Q,Q, cQ

bi

1� bi

◆
, i 2 {L,H}. (3)

The corresponding loan amount is Dfb
i

= cQ
fb
i
, and let V fb

i
denote the resulting equity value.

The inventory level that maximizes the value of equity in (3) also maximizes total value of equity

and debt, i.e., Qfb
i

= argmaxQ�0 [�cQ+ (1� bi) (↵i �Q)Q] , i 2 {L,H}. Therefore, we refer to

Q
fb
i

as the first-best inventory order and to D
fb
i

as the first-best loan amount of firm i. Because the

first-best order quantity increases with demand curve intercept ↵i, and decreases with bankruptcy

probability bi, the high type chooses a larger order quantity than the low type, i.e., Qfb
H

� Q
fb
L
.

2.2 Cash Signaling: Borrowing in the Absence of Blockchain

Recall that in the absence of blockchain, the lender cannot observe the firm’s inventory order before

pricing the loan. It can only observe the loan amount requested D, based on which it forms its

belief about the firm’s type, �?(D) 2 {L,H}. We follow Spence (1973) in assuming that this belief
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follows a threshold structure:

�?(D) :=

8
<

:
H if D � d,

L o/w.
(4)

The lender believes that a firm is of the high type if, and only if, it requests a loan amount D � d

for some (endogenously determined) threshold d > 0. Associating a larger loan request with the

high type is reasonable because the first-best loan amount of the high type is above that of the low

type.8 The interest the lender sets is then a function of the loan amount, i.e., r? = r?(D).

The firm faces a three-stage decision problem. In the first stage, it chooses the loan amount D.

The lender issues the loan and sets the interest based on its belief �?(D) regarding the firm type.

In the second stage, the firm chooses the amount of inventory Q to purchase, subject to the loan

obtained covering the purchasing cost, D � cQ. In the third stage, the firm decides how much of

the purchased inventory to process, x. We solve the firm’s problem by backward induction.

Because the lender does not observe the order quantity, the firm cannot use inventory to signal

and, therefore, has no incentive to buy more inventory than it will eventually process. Therefore,

the third-stage production decision simplifies into x = Q. However, the lender observes the loan

amount, which thus becomes a signaling device. As a result, the firm may overborrow, i.e., borrow

more than its first best—or even more than it will eventually invest in inventory—to signal its type.

Having obtained a loan D at interest r?(D), the firm of type i purchases inventory

Qi(D) := arg max
0QD/c

Vi (Q,Q, r?(D)) , i 2 {L,H}.

It can be shown that the optimal inventory order takes the form Qi (D) = 1
c
min

�
D,Di

 
, where

Di is an “investment cap,” above which it is not economical to invest cash into inventory, i.e., any

borrowing above the investment cap sits idle.

Because the firm has no other investment or diversion opportunities, the lender rationally

anticipates that any amount borrowed above the investment cap will not be put at risk. Therefore,

it charges interest based only on the amount that it expects to be invested in inventory, cQ�?(D)(D),

in accordance with its belief �?(D). The fair interest is then given by

r? (D) =

8
><

>:

cQH (D)
bH

1� bH
if D � d,

cQL (D)
bL

1� bL
o/w.

(5)

In the first stage, the firm requests a loan amount D so as to maximize the value of equity

Vi? (D) := Vi (Qi (D) , Qi (D) , r? (D)) , i 2 {L,H}.

8
As we show in Section B.4, assuming a threshold-type belief structure is without any loss of generality because

starting with an arbitrary belief structure leads to the same least-cost separating equilibrium.
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A separating equilibrium (SE) is characterized by the optimal loan amounts {D
se
L
;Dse

H
} and a

consistent belief structure given by (4) that satisfies the following necessary and su�cient conditions:

max
D<d

VH? (D)  max
D�d

VH? (D) , and (6)

max
D<d

VL? (D) � max
D�d

VL? (D) . (7)

Condition (6) ensures that the high-quality firm borrows an amount at or above the threshold d,

whereas condition (7) ensures that the low-quality firm borrows below d. Because these conditions

may lead to multiple SE’s, we adopt the Cho and Kreps (1987) intuitive criterion refinement which

eliminates any Pareto-dominated equilibria. We refer to any equilibria that survive as least-cost

separating equilibria (LCSE).

Intuitively, at the least-cost SE the high type borrows either the minimum amount of money

necessary to separate from the low type, or his first best, whatever is larger. The minimum loan

amount that the high type needs to borrow to separate from the low type is the maximum loan

amount that the low type is willing to borrow to imitate the high type. This amount determines

the least-cost equilibrium belief threshold d, and it is such that the low type is indi↵erent between

ordering d while being perceived as high type, and ordering his first best while being perceived as

low type. For the presentation of the equilibrium results, we make use of two useful thresholds, b?

and b
se, which satisfy b

?
> b

se. (These and other useful quantities hereafter are defined in the EC)

Proposition 1. Absent blockchain-enabled supply chain transparency, if bH > b
se, there exists a

unique LCSE, which is given by loan amounts D
se
L

= D
fb
L

and D
se
H

= max
�
D

fb
H
, d
�
, where d takes a

di↵erent form depending on whether bH � b
? or not. If bH  b

se, no separating equilibrium exists.

All proofs are included in the EC. When a SE exists, the low type follows its first best, whereas

for the high type there are two scenarios. When d  D
fb
H
, the low type is not willing to borrow

up to the high type’s first best, and so the high type can borrow its first-best D
fb
H

without being

imitated. The second and more salient scenario takes place when d > D
fb
H
, i.e., the low type is

willing to mimic the high type’s first best. In this case, the high type needs to overborrow up to d

to separate. This ultimately distorts its inventory order as well in the sense that QH (d) > Q
fb
H
.9

The existence and form of the separating equilibrium depends critically on the bankruptcy

probability of the high type, bH , which determines the strength of low type’s incentives to imitate.

1. If bH � b
?, the high type’s bankruptcy probability is relatively high, which limits the low

9
Whereas the LCSE loan amounts are always unique, the belief threshold is unique only in this second scenario.

When both firms choose first best, any belief threshold in [d,Dfb
H ] is consistent with their equilibrium actions.
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type’s willingness to imitate. Specifically, the low type is not willing to borrow beyond its

investment cap in order to imitate, i.e., d  DL.

2. If bse  bH < b
?, the advantage of being perceived as the high type is significant enough for

the low type to be willing to borrow beyond its investment cap, i.e., d > DL.

3. If bH  b
se, the high type’s bankruptcy probability is so low, that in order to be perceived

as the high type, the low type is willing to borrow up to the high type’s investment cap DH .

Thus, the high type cannot separate by borrowing less than DH . Recall that any borrowing

beyond DH would not be invested in inventory by either type. Without further distorting a

firm’s operations and thereby increasing its signaling cost, borrowing beyond this point would

be a cheap talk. Therefore, borrowing beyond DH does not allow the high type to separate

either. As a result, no separating equilibrium can exist in this case.

2.3 Inventory Signaling: Borrowing in the Presence of Blockchain

We assume for now that the use of blockchain technology comes at no monitoring cost, and then

relax this assumption in the EC. Because blockchain allows lenders to observe and verify firms’

inventory orders, firms can use inventory as a signaling device. Let �-B(Q) 2 {L,H} be the belief

regarding the firm type that the lender forms upon observing an order quantity Q. We borrow

again from Spence (1973) in assuming that the lender’s belief has a threshold structure, i.e.,

�-B(Q) :=

8
<

:
H if Q � q,

L o/w.
(8)

Thus, if a firm orders inventory Q above some (endogenous) threshold q, the lender believes the

firm to be of the high type. Otherwise, it believes that the firm is of the low type. This is reasonable

given that the high type has a higher first-best order quantity, i.e., Qfb
H

> Q
fb
L
.

Because the lender forms its belief based on the actual order quantity rather than the loan

request, the firm has no incentive to borrow more than what it invests in inventory. The firm’s

decision problem thus simplifies into a two-stage optimization. In the first stage, it decides the

order quantity Q or, equivalently, the loan amount D = cQ. The lender provides the loan and

charges interest

r-B (Q) :=

8
><

>:

cQ
bH

1� bH
if Q � q,

cQ
bL

1� bL
o/w,

(9)

according to (1) and (8). In the second stage, the firm decides how much of the purchased inventory

Q to transform into output x. We solve the two-stage problem via backward induction.
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Because the firm may have incentive to overorder in the first stage to signal that it is of the

high type, it may end up with more inventory than it will be willing to process into output in the

second stage. Therefore, we can no longer take for granted that x = Q. Instead, we need to allow

the firm to choose its output level optimally. Given an inventory amount Q and facing interest

r-B(Q), the firm of type i chooses output xi (Q) := argmaxxQ Vi (Q, x, r-B(Q)) .

Because the sales revenue starts decreasing in output at Qi :=
1
2↵i, the firm will never produce

beyond this “production cap,” even if it means not using the entire inventory. In other words, the

firm’s optimal output takes the form xi (Q) = min{Q,Qi}. In the first stage, the firm selects the

order quantity Q to maximize the value of equity Vi-B(Q) := Vi(Q, xi(Q), r-B(Q)).

A separating equilibrium is characterized by the low type’s and the high type’s optimal order

quantities {Q
se
L
;Qse

H
} and a consistent belief structure given by (8) that satisfies the following

necessary and su�cient conditions:

max
Q<q

VH -B (Q)  max
Q�q

VH -B (Q) , and (10)

max
Q<q

VL-B (Q) � max
Q�q

VL-B (Q) . (11)

Condition (10) ensures that a high-quality firm orders a quantity at or above the threshold q.

Condition (11) ensures that a low-quality firm orders a quantity below this threshold.

Similar to d, the LCSE belief threshold q is given by the low type’s indi↵erence point. In this

case, it is the maximum amount of inventory that the low type is willing to order so as to imitate

the high type. As before, we use a threshold bankruptcy probability, denoted by b
-B.

Proposition 2. In the presence of blockchain-enabled supply chain transparency, there always exists

a unique LCSE, which is given by order quantities Qse
L
= Q

fb
L

and Q
se
H

= max
�
Q

fb
H
, q
�
where q takes

a di↵erent form depending on whether bH � b
-B or not.

In the LCSE, the low type always orders its first best Q
fb
L
, being unable to imitate the high

type. For the high type, there are two possible scenarios depending on the low type’s willingness to

overorder. If the low type is not willing to imitate the high type’s first best, i.e., q  Q
fb
H
, the high

type can order its first best. The second scenario is more interesting. If the low type is willing to

imitate the high type’s first best, i.e., q > Q
fb
H
, the high type has to inflate its order up to q units

to avoid imitation.10

10
Whereas the LCSE quantities {Qse

L , Qse
H , } are always unique, the equilibrium belief threshold is unique only

in this second scenario. When both firms order first best, any belief threshold in [q,Qfb
H ] is an equilibrium belief

structure.
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The functional form of the belief threshold q depends on the high type’s bankruptcy probability,

which a↵ects the low type’s incentive to imitate.

1. If bH � b
-B, the high type’s bankruptcy probability is considerable, so the advantage of

being perceived as a high type is not su�cient to justify for the low type to order above its

production cap in an attempt to imitate, i.e., q  QL.

2. If bH < b
-B, the reward from imitating the high type is so significant that the low type is

willing to order beyond its own production cap in order to imitate, i.e., q > QL.

Finally, note that a SE always exists with blockchain. Because increasing inventory of illiquid

and perishable goods beyond a firm’s first best is always costly, overordering inventory, unlike

overborrowing cash, is never cheap talk. Furthermore, because such overordering always is costlier

for the low type, which derives less value from each unit of inventory, separation is always possible.

In the next section, we examine the firm’s choice whether or not to adopt blockchain technology.

2.4 Comparison of Signaling Modes: Equilibrium Adoption of Blockchain

Suppose that in addition to making the operations and financing decisions that we have examined

thus far, firms need to decide whether or not to adopt blockchain. In this case, the set of potential

separating equilibria comprises four possible classes: -B-?, -B--B, ?-?, and ?--B, where the left

(right) entry represents the low (high) type’s technology choice. For example, -B-? means that in

equilibrium the low type uses blockchain whereas the high type does not.

We continue to assume that each lender holds a threshold belief structure, where q and d

denote the equilibrium order quantity and loan amount thresholds, respectively. The necessary

and su�cient conditions characterizing a separating equilibrium in this case are

max

⇢
max
D<d

VH? (D) ,max
Q<q

VH -B (Q)

�
 max

⇢
max
D�d

VH? (D) ,max
Q�q

VH -B (Q)

�
,

max

⇢
max
D<d

VL? (D) ,max
Q<q

VL-B (Q)

�
� max

⇢
max
D�d

VL? (D) ,max
Q�q

VL-B (Q)

�
.

These conditions in some sense combine conditions (10)-(11) and (6)-(7) from our previous analysis.

The first inequality ensures that in any SE, the high type chooses to signal high—with blockchain or

without—by ordering or borrowing above the corresponding belief threshold. The second inequality

ensures that the low type chooses to order or borrow below the corresponding belief threshold. Both

firms’ actions are thus consistent with their lenders’ beliefs in equilibrium.

Note that in any SE, the low type chooses its first best financing/inventory. Because its oper-

ations/financing decisions are not distorted by signaling, the low type is indi↵erent between using
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and not using blockchain, i.e., for any SE of class -B--B (-B-?), there is an equivalent equilibrium

of class ?--B (?-?), in which both types make the same inventory/financing decisions. Because in

practice, the use of blockchain comes at a cost, in what follows we restrict our attention to SE in

which the low type does not use blockchain.

Proposition 3. (1) A separating equilibrium always exists.

(a) If bH  b
se, all separating equilibria belong to class ?� -B. Among these, there exists a unique

LCSE, which is given by D
se
L

= D
fb
L

and Q
se
H

= max
�
Q

fb
H
, q
�
, with d = 1 and q as in Proposition 2.

(b) Otherwise, there are additional separating equilibria, which belong to class ?�?. Among these,

there exists a unique LCSE, which is given by D
se
L

= D
fb
L

and D
se
H

= max
�
D

fb
H
, d
�
, with q = 1 and

d as in Proposition 1.

(2) No pooling equilibria survive the intuitive criterion.

Depending on the high type’s failure probability bH , one of two scenarios arises:

(a) If bH  b
se, the high type cannot separate itself without using blockchain because borrowing

large amounts of cash without being able to show how it was spent is cheap talk. If this is the case,

the high type has no choice but to use blockchain in order to separate itself. The low type follows

its first best without the use of blockchain. Thus, all separating equilibria fall into the ?--B class,

and the least-cost among them has a structure analogous to the LCSE characterized in Section 2.3.

(b) If bH > b
se, the high type is able to separate even without blockchain and, therefore,

additional separating equilibria emerge in the ?-? class. The least-cost among them is identical

to the LCSE described in Section 2.2. In other words, there are two candidates for the LCSE of

the full game: one of class ?-?, in which the high type does not adopt blockchain, and one of

class ?--B, in which it does. Which of these two equilibria leads to lower signaling costs and thus

emerges as the LCSE is what we examine next.

We formally define the signaling costs for any given SE as the di↵erence between the high

type’s equity value under the first best and under that SE.11 The high type’s equity value under

the ?--B and ?-? equilibria identified in Proposition 3 is V se
H -B := VH -B (Qse

H
) and V

se
H? := VH? (Dse

H
),

respectively. Therefore, the signaling costs under equilibrium of class ?-j are

Cj := V
fb
H � V

se
Hj , j 2 {-B,?}.

When both technology modes allow the high-quality firm to separate, using blockchain is preferable

and the LCSE is of class ?--B if, and only if, C-B  C?.

11
Recall that in any SE, the low type follows its first best and it is the high type that bears all signaling costs.
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Whether the last inequality holds true or not depends on the cost of overborrowing cash relative

to the cost of overordering inventory, as well as on the total amount by which the high type needs

to overborrow or overorder in order to separate itself. Overborrowing by one dollar is generally

cheaper than overordering by one dollar worth of inventory because the former a↵ords the option

not to convert the cash into goods. Consequently, the low type is willing to overborrow more

than it is willing to overorder in order to imitate. As a result, signaling with cash generally

requires a larger distortion by the high type than signaling with inventory. In particular, when

both signaling mechanisms allow separation, we have d > cq if bse < bH < b
?, and d = cq if bH � b

?.

Interestingly, when bH � b
?, the low type is not willing to overborrow beyond its investment cap

and the aforementioned option is “out of the money.” In this case, overborrowing is equally costly

to the low type as overordering, and both signaling games result in the same equilibrium distortion.

What the previous discussion also makes apparent is that preference for one signaling mecha-

nism or the other cannot be explained by the mere observation that overordering is costlier than

overborrowing. We illustrate this point with an in-depth discussion in the EC, in which we analyze

a generic signaling game with two mechanisms.

To sum up, in order to separate itself without the use of blockchain, the high type needs to

overborrow by the same or a larger amount than it has to overorder with blockchain. At the

same time, overordering a unit of inventory is equally or more costly than overborrowing the

equivalent amount of cash. Which of the two e↵ects dominates determines whether blockchain

adoption increases or decreases the total signaling cost and, therefore, whether or not it emerges

as the LCSE. To resolve the tradeo↵, we use a critical value b
cr, which satisfies b

se
< b

cr. The

following result answers the key questions as to when, and why, a high-quality firm prefers to use

the blockchain technology.

Theorem 1. Preference for the use of blockchain depends on the failure probability bH as follows:

(i) If 0  bH  b
se, the high-quality firm prefers to use blockchain because in its absence it cannot

separate itself from the low type.

(ii) If bse < bH < b
cr, the high-quality firm prefers to use blockchain because it allows separation

from the low type at a lower cost, i.e., C-B < C?.

(iii) If bcr  bH , the high-quality firm is indi↵erent regarding the use of blockchain, i.e., C-B = C?.

Whether the high type can separate and, if so, at what cost, depends, among others, on how

strongly the low type is willing to imitate. The low type’s incentive to imitate then depends on the

benefit of being perceived as the high type, which in turn depends on bH .
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(i) When bH is small, the low type is so eager to imitate that, in a cash signaling game, it is

willing to overborrow all the way up to the high type’s investment cap. This makes it impossible

for the high type to separate because borrowing beyond this cap is a cheap talk. In contrast,

overordering illiquid inventory is never a cheap talk and inventory signaling thus always allows

separation. Therefore, the benefit of blockchain adoption for a firm of “very high” quality is that

it makes separation possible.

(ii) When bH is moderate, both inventory signaling and cash signaling allow the high type to

separate. However, because the low type finds it costlier to overorder inventory than to overborrow

an equivalent amount of cash, the high type is able to separate with a relatively smaller inventory

distortion. Importantly, unlike the low type, the high type finds it always optimal to invest all cash

in inventory, and is therefore indi↵erent between overborrowing cash and overordering the equivalent

amount of inventory. As a result, the high type always prefers a smaller inventory distortion to a

larger credit distortion. To put it di↵erently, the high type prefers signaling with inventory because

it has a comparative advantage in monetizing inventory. The benefit of blockchain adoption for a

firm of “moderately high” quality is thus a smaller signaling cost.

(iii) When bH is large, both inventory and cash signaling allow the high type to separate at

the same signaling costs. In this regime, the low type’s incentive to imitate is so low, that in

a cash signaling game, it is not willing to borrow more than it is willing to invest in inventory.

Overborrowing cash and overordering inventory is thus equally costly even for the low type, and

there is no di↵erence between cash signaling and inventory signaling. Thus, a firm of “somewhat

high” quality does not benefit from blockchain adoption in the context of signaling to lenders.

The three regimes identified in Theorem 1 are illustrated in Figure 1. In more informal terms,

the main message of the theorem can be summed up as follows.

Main result. Blockchained-enabled supply chain transparency allows firms to convey private in-

formation about operational capabilities to lenders more e�ciently.

Next, we conduct a sensitivity analysis. In the EC, we consider robustness checks, in which

inventory processing could be costlier for the high-quality firm, monitoring costs are nonzero, and

SE under a general, non-threshold belief structure.

2.5 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we discuss how the characteristics of a high-quality firm a↵ect its preference for the

signaling mode and thus for blockchain adoption.
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Figure 1: First-best outcomes (dashed line); outcomes without blockchain (dot-dashed line); outcomes with

blockchain (solid line) for the high type under aL = 5.1, aH = 6, c = 3, bL = 0.4.

Failure probability bH

It follows directly from Theorem 1 that as the high type’s failure probability increases, its preference

for blockchain adoption fades. Intuitively, as the high type becomes less creditworthy, the low type’s

incentive to imitate weakens, and it becomes easier for the high type to separate even absent supply

chain transparency.

Demand curve intercept ↵H

Recall that a larger ↵H can capture a larger market size as well as lower operating cost of the high

type. To understand the e↵ect of ↵H , we can reformulate Theorem 1 so as to link the equilibrium

outcome to the value of this parameter. To that end, we utilize two thresholds, ↵se and ↵
cr, such

that ↵se
< ↵

cr. Noting that threshold b
? is independent of ↵H , we can write the following corollary

to Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. If bH � b
?
, the high-quality firm is indi↵erent regarding the use of blockchain, i.e.,

C-B = C?, for any ↵H . Otherwise, preference for the use of blockchain depends on ↵H as follows:

(i) If ↵H  ↵
se, the high-quality firm prefers to use blockchain because in its absence it cannot

separate itself from the low type.

(ii) If ↵se
< ↵H < ↵

cr, the high-quality firm prefers to use blockchain because it allows separation

from the low type at a lower cost, i.e., C-B < C?.

(iii) If ↵H � ↵
cr, the high-quality firm is indi↵erent regarding the use of blockchain, i.e., C-B = C?.
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According to the corollary, the high-type’s preference for blockchain is negatively related to ↵H .

As ↵H becomes larger, i.e., as the high type’s market size increases or its operating costs decrease,

its first-best input order as well as loan request increase. Thus, it becomes more di�cult for the

low type to imitate, which makes it easier for the high type to separate even absent supply chain

transparency.

Salvage value

Finally, recall our assumption that input inventory is perishable or illiquid (e.g., due to its cus-

tomization) and thus has no salvage value. In the next corollary, we consider the other extreme

case, in which the input goods can be resold for the full procurement cost.

Corollary 2. If the input inventory can be salvaged without a loss, there is no di↵erence between

cash signaling and inventory signaling and, therefore, preference for the use of blockchain vanishes.

If the firm can resell input inventory and recover its full procurement cost, buying inventory is

cheap talk and supply chain transparency makes no di↵erence from a signaling perspective.

3 Supply Chain Transparency through Blockchain: The b verify

Protocol

The proposed benefit of supply chain transparency is only tenable when firms’ individual inventory

transactions are verifiable by lenders at low enough costs. Our discussion in the Introduction

highlighted that blockchain represents a promising technology that could provide supply chain

transparency securely and more e�ciently than existing mechanisms.

To be precise, herein we use the broad term “blockchain technology” to describe the family of

distributed ledger consensus protocols derived from Bitcoin. Consensus is defined as agreement

regarding the state of data among a group of parties who may not trust each other. Updates,

such as peer-to-peer transactions of Bitcoin with notes attached to them, are batched by consensus

protocols as new “blocks” appended to previous ones in a manner that creates an interdependent

“blockchain.” This interdependence, combined with game theoretic design and cryptography, makes

a blockchain secure and extremely di�cult to change when it is kept by a large, distributed network

such as in Bitcoin. In the hype cycle of the technology, this extreme di�culty became known as

“immutability”—the alluring idea of uncompromising permanence in record keeping.

At the same time, as we discussed in the Introduction, there are several potential obstacles,

related to operational costs, privacy and data integrity, that could make the use of the technology
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in supply chains ine�cient. To address these, we developed b verify, a novel blockchain-based

protocol for securing and updating large amounts of inventory transaction data in supply chains.12

Next, we first give a high-level overview of the system. Then, we present an example use case

in agricultural supply chains. We conclude by discussing at some detail the system’s innovative

features, illustrating how b verify has the potential to overcome the aforementioned obstacles

related to implementation and spur adoption.

3.1 Overview

We designed b verify to be a low-cost, open-source, lightweight, and flexible protocol, whose main

objective is to enable a network of mutually distrusting parties, such as firms and their lenders, to

securely record and verify transactions on an immutable distributed ledger. Implementation and

operating costs are kept low via a “hybrid” design, whereby the system leverages some of the existing

low-cost advantages of permissionless public blockchains (infrastructure, security, immutability),

while also implementing novel solutions to preserve other desirable properties often associated with

more expensive private blockchain implementations, such as permissioning and privacy.

In particular, b verify does not create its own blockchain, rather, it stores hashed transaction

data on an existing public blockchain ledger, such as Bitcoin. Importantly, the transactions are

processed by a low-cost disposable and “un-trusted” server, that uses a cryptographic data structure

to allow for public commitments to the bitcoin ledger.13 There are two notable innovations here: the

first is that server and data processing protocols leverage the security guarantees provided by the

Bitcoin blockchain—specifically non-equivocation14—to create a partially ordered, timestamped

record of transactions that can be verified by interested parties. Barring the technical details,

which are left for the Appendix, the end result is a protocol in which a user’s device can present a

cryptographic proof that a set of records is complete and authentic.

The second notable innovation is that the protocol requires only a short “signature” or “hash-

key” of the transaction data to be committed to the public ledger, therefore lowering bandwidth-

related costs, while providing privacy. That is, parties need to verify only a subset of the ledger

12
We developed b verify in collaboration with the Digital Currency Initiative of the MIT Media Lab, with mone-

tary support from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) and the MIT Legatum Center for Development and

Entrepreneurship, as well as expertise and user insights provided by the Government of Mexico, the World Bank

Group, and a number of private companies in Mexico and Ukraine.

13
To motivate the server to witness new log statements and provide proof updates, b verify introduces a novel

incentive design with a penalty smart contract adjudicated on the Ethereum blockchain.

14
Equivocation is a concept from Computer Science that refers to a situation in which an entity is able to make

inconsistent statements to di↵erent parties.
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that pertains to a specific user or type of asset. We provide more details on these design choices

and other core innovations in Section 3.3, after we present a use case.

3.2 Agriculture Warehouse Implementation

To test and demonstrate the features of an application servicing the b verify protocol, we con-

sider the use case of warehouse receipts in agricultural supply chains. This use case is motivated

and informed by our research collaborations with public and private organizations in Mexico and

Ukraine, which have identified the secure digitization of warehouse receipts as an economic priority

where blockchain technology shows great promise. As discussed in the Introduction, warehouses

often play a central role in supply chains (Trichakis, Tsoukalas and Moloney 2015), and, therefore,

installing b verify at this nexus of stakeholder interaction could a↵ord multiple benefits.

Figure 2 provides a schematic overview that exemplifies a simplified warehouse receipt issuance

implementation. A farmer deposits or withdraws produce from a warehouse. The produce is

weighed by a warehouse employee, optionally, using a digital Internet-of-Things (IoT) scale. Using

applications servicing the b verify protocol, the farmer, the warehouse employee, and the IoT

digital scale use their respective private keys to sign the transaction, which is then validated and

committed to the Bitcoin blockchain by an untrusted server. The information from this transaction

can then be confirmed by another party, such as a lender interested in verifying the warehouse

receipt as collateral (for example, the lender might want to ensure the receipt is authentic, up-to-

date, and has no other outstanding liens against it). Should a loan be issued, this update is signed by

the involved parties with a new transaction in the same manner as the first. The non-equivocation

property achieved by b verify ensures the warehouse receipt cannot be pledged multiple times, or

sold if a lien is outstanding.

3.3 Implementation Challenges & Solutions

We discuss in some detail below some of the key innovative features of the system that we imple-

mented to overcome obstacles related to verification, operational costs, privacy and data integrity,

which could inhibit the use of the technology for supply chain transparency.

Verification of physical transactions. As mentioned, blockchain technology was originally

developed in the context of the Bitcoin currency, involving merely digital transactions. How exactly

this technology has to be adapted to provide verifiability of physical goods transactions, such as

procuring inventory, is currently an open question that is actively being pursued by practitioners

(e.g., see IBM TrustChain 2017).
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b_verify protocol
Private (untrusted) server

verify record (loan)record (deposit)

…

Figure 2: Example of b verify use-case for warehouse operations.

In providing verifiability, there could be many di↵erentiating factors between digital and phys-

ical goods transactions. In our view, the paramount factor, which b verify can help to address, is

that operational transactions in supply chains involve a certain amount of human intervention or

manual entries and, therefore, are more susceptible to mistakes or deliberate misrepresentation. In

an agricultural supply chain, for example, transactions involving commodities usually require ware-

house employees to weigh physical goods to verify the quantity traded. In addition, lab employees

use various tools, including advanced electronic devices, to assess quality variables such as moisture,

oil levels, and protein content. In this process, an employee could mishandle (by accident or not)

the incoming inventory shipment and misrepresent the quantity received or its quality. These types

of issues undermine verifiability and could negate any of the potential advantages of implementing

the technology in the first place.

To mitigate this issue, b verify solicits independent attestations from multiple clients before

committing a transaction to the blockchain. Clients, who could be people or Internet-connected

devices, cryptographically sign and attest to the details of the transaction. In the warehousing

implementation, for instance, the IoT digital scale has a direct feed to the b verify system, and

the transaction is committed only if the information sent to the server by all three parties (warehouse

employee, depositor and the digital device) is consistent. Once the system verifies the consistency

of all the attestations, it hashes the data and commits it to the public Bitcoin blockchain where

it is immutably stored to provide a permanent audit chain. Arguably, this combination of signed

statements from both human users and IoT devices, along with the transparency and security of

Bitcoin-based ledger, would provide much stronger assurances of data integrity for physical goods.
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Privacy and permissioning. Two key issues that arise when public ledgers are used to store

private data, are 1) to be able to identify the parties involved and 2) to ensure that the stored

data is encrypted in such a way that only permissioned parties are able to recover it. To deal with

the first issue, b verify requires a public key infrastructure (PKI) to identify participants and

verify their signatures. Regarding the second issue, it is important to recognize that blockchains

require data to be shared among a set of participants. In the context of a supply chain this

could represent a problem because firms have a strong incentive to guard proprietary data and

prevent it from falling into the hands of competitors. In the agriculture sector that b verify

targets transaction records are often required by law to be public so this need not always be an

issue. More generally this problem can be addressed at a technological level by using encryption

to selectively hide or obfuscate data, or by committing to the ledger only a “hash signature” of

the information—something b verify accomplishes using Merkle Prefix Trie data structures. (see

Appendix) Privacy is a major concern in practice and is currently an area of active research.

Scalable non-equivocation. In a supply chain, as well as many other systems, participants may

have a strong incentive to modify or omit information. Ensuring data integrity and consistency in

these environments is challenging because of the possibility that a server could equivocate, e.g., show

two di↵erent sequences of events to di↵erent users. If a participant in a supply chain system can

equivocate by presenting, for example, a di↵erent sequence of inventory transaction events to other

participants, the system is compromised, rendering our theory impractical. The standard solution

is to find a trusted third party to manage data, however this may be impossible or inconvenient.

Recent work has proposed the use of public blockchains such as Bitcoin, relying on the the extreme

di�culty in compromising (or forking) a large public blockchain like Bitcoin. These protocols, such

as a “Bitcoin witnessing scheme” called Catena (Tomescu and Devadas 2017), generally require

one Bitcoin transaction per log statement. As a result, these protocols cannot support many

users and applications due to limited “block space” for data and high transaction fees imposed

by the network, which increase with the popularity and therefore the security of the network.

For example, a Catena implementation supporting ten thousand applications (a relatively small

figure for a complex supply chain application) would require the entirety of the Bitcoin’s network

transaction capacity; in other words, it would bring the network down. In contrast, b verify

introduces a new protocol that can support many millions of application logs and many thousands

of log statements per second, reducing the cost of each log statement to a fraction of a cent.15

15b verify can be used with any public blockchain; we select Bitcoin because it is the oldest and arguably the

most secure against forking.
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Limited hardware requirements. The main hardware requirements of the b verify system are

fairly limited, in that the application itself can be launched from a basic smartphone and/or a

tablet, and only a generic server is required to do the data processing and encryption, before it

is committed to the public ledger. In particular, neither of these devices is required to have state

of the art storage or processing capabilities. Recognizing that SMEs often have limited hardware

computing resources, we designed b verify so that it can accommodate “thin clients” that are not

required to download the entire Bitcoin blockchain to participate,16 providing an easy “plug-and-

play” experience for users to facilitate adoption on the ground.

Limited implementation and operating costs. One of the advantages of utilizing a public

ledger to store data, such as the one provided by the Bitcoin blockchain, is that the infrastructure

needed to ensure the security and visibility of data is “outsourced” to the global network. In

other words, b verify leverages the infrastructure already in place, and the security guarantees

that it provides. Typically, using this shared resource is costly. For instance the cost of a Bitcoin

transaction has experienced peaks, sometimes reaching $20-40. However, b verify amortizes this

cost among many users, reducing the cost to the individual user dramatically. This, together with

the aforementioned technical innovations combine to ensure the system, as a whole, can be run at

minimal cost (fractions of a cent in USD) to b verify users.

Taken together, we believe the above features provide a relatively secure, low-cost and scalable

way of implementing transaction verifiability in the context of physical supply chains. For more

information on the b verify system, and for links to the open-source code, please see the Appendix.

4 Concluding Remarks and Predictions

Opening a small window of transparency into a firm’s supply chain, in particular, its input trans-

actions, could go a long way to alleviate the di�culty of financing operations, which is a systemic

problem for SMEs, that is all the more severe in developing economies. As we demonstrate in

this paper, blockchain technology could provide an e�cient way to accomplish this by furnishing

input transaction verifiability in supply chains in a way that is accessible to SMEs. The potential

benefits are vast and global in scale. Although the SME sector represents the backbone of many

of the world economies, accounts for over half of jobs and over a third of GDP worldwide, the

World Bank estimates that its global financing shortfall tops $2.6 trillion (Alibhai, Bell and Conner

2017). Notably, the emergence of trading platforms, such as Amazon and Alibaba, has provided

16
This is important because it means that clients can fully participate without having to download the entire

Bitcoin blockchain that is currently (as of January 2019) close to 200GB.
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one possible solution to the SMEs’ struggles: being able to observe virtually all business trans-

actions of participants, these platforms have very recently started to provide cheap loans through

their financing arms—Amazon Lending and Ant Financial (see, e.g., Dong, Ren and Zhang 2019).

Unfortunately, these benefits are confined to members of such closed systems. The use of pub-

licly available blockchain platforms, in contrast, has the potential to redefine global supply chain

operations by democratizing supply chain transparency.

By comparing signaling costs in the presence and absence of blockchain, our analysis also

provides a way to quantify the benefits that this technology a↵ords to potential adopters. These

benefits can then be weighed against the practical costs of adoption, so that firms can make a more

informed strategic decision about implementation.

Our analysis also sheds light onto what types of supply chains would profit the most from

blockchain adoption and what specific benefits this would provide.

Prediction 1. Propensity to adopt blockchain is positively related to the firm’s creditworthiness.

This prediction follows from Proposition 3, according to which only high-quality firms adopt

blockchain in equilibrium, and Theorem 1, according to which preference for adoption increases with

the firm’s success probability. Note that our model assumes that a firm’s creditworthiness (success

probability) is not observable to outsiders. Therefore, to test this prediction, one would need to

measure creditworthiness by the ex-post default rate while controlling for risk factors observable

ex ante, such as firm age, size, profitability, leverage, etc.

Prediction 2. Propensity to adopt blockchain by a high-quality firm is (a) negatively related to

the firm’s market size, and (b) positively related to the firm’s operating costs.

The result follows from Corollary 1, according to which the high-type’s preference for blockchain

adoption is negatively related to ↵H , which can relate to the firm’s market size as well as its

operating costs. Importantly, this negative relation is true only conditional on the firm being of

a high type. Thus, we expect the relation to hold empirically only within a sample of relatively

creditworthy firms.

Prediction 3. Propensity to adopt blockchain is (a) positively related to perishability of the firm’s

inputs, and (b) negatively related to liquidity of the firm’s inputs.

As stipulated in Corollary 2, the benefit of supply chain transparency disappears if input inven-

tory can be converted to cash without a loss. In general, as the salvage value of inventory increases,

overordering becomes a weaker signal, and the benefit of supply chain transparency a↵orded by
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blockchain fades. Therefore, the blockchain benefits are expected to be greater when the firm

sources perishable or illiquid (e.g., unique or customized) inputs.

Prediction 4. Propensity to adopt blockchain is positively related to the degree of information

asymmetry that the firm is subject to.

This prediction follows directly from the fact that the benefit of blockchain identified in our

model exists only in the presence of information asymmetry between borrowers and lenders (com-

pare the results in Sections 2.1 and 2.4). Therefore, we expect the technology to be more prevalent

in supply chains that are innovation-intensive, dominated by smaller, privately-owned firms, and/or

in which output is more di↵erentiated across firms.

Prediction 5. Blockchain adoption decreases the cost of debt financing and operational distortions

for high-quality firms.

This prediction follows from Theorem 1, according to which blockchain adoption allows high-

quality firms to signal their quality to lenders in some cases, and it reduces signaling cost in others.

In other words, blockchain enables high-quality firms to obtain external funds at the cost that

reflects their true default risk, which would be either impossible or would require larger operational

distortions otherwise. The second part of the prediction follows from the fact that blockchain

adoption reduces excess ordering.
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Appendix

Additional Specifications for the b verify System

Securing Receipts via Merkle Prefix Tries. In b verify a warehouse receipt is a digital

document that can be issued, transferred or redeemed. To perform these operations all parties

involved (e.g. the warehouse & depositor) must consent by digitally signing ownership changes.

Note that the use of digital signatures alone does not guarantee everyone will see the same owner

for each receipt. For example a nefarious participant could transfer a receipt he owns and then try

to redeem or loan the old receipt. To prevent this from happening the receipts in b verify have

associated cryptographic proofs which use commitments to the Bitcoin blockchain to guarantee that

everyone will agree on who currently owns a receipt. b verify constructs these proofs e�ciently

through the use of a central server, shown in Figure 3. However unlike in a typical client-server

model, b verify does not require clients to trust the server. Instead participants use cryptographic

proofs to carefully update and verify receipt ownership.

Figure 4 illustrates this process. Receipt ownership is tracked using a forest of Merkle trees.

Each users “account” at a given warehouse is mapped to a Merkle tree that contains the receipts

issued by the warehouse that are currently owned by the user. This set changes over time as

individual receipts are issued, transferred or redeemed. Any updates to this tree require both the

warehouse and the user to sign. The central server is only required to manage the roots (a 32-byte

cryptographic digest) of each Merkle tree. It maintains a mapping from the account to the root

using a data structure called a Merkle Prefix Trie (MPT). The server commits to this mapping by

“witnessing” it to Bitcoin through broadcast of a Bitcoin transaction. Whenever the ownership

record changes, some subset of the Merkle trees will change, resulting in new roots. The server

will then update its data structures to reflect the changes and witness the new commitment to

Bitcoin. Since clients do not trust the server, they require proofs from the server to ensure that the

mapping was updated correctly. In b verify the server can perform many updates simultaneously

in a single transaction on the Bitcoin ledger to increase throughput and amortize transaction costs.

Users in b verify participate by downloading a mobile “wallet” application. This application

periodically syncs with the Bitcoin network and the central server. Hidden from the user, the

application maintains the users receipts along with the associated cryptographic proof. As the

server broadcasts new commitments, the mobile application updates the proofs as needed. The

proof of ownership of a receipt can then be sent to and verified by anyone using the b verify
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“low-cost”
central serverMerkle trees

Merkle trees

Merkle trees

Merkle Prefix Trie

Figure 3: A basic low-cost “untrusted” server is used to pool transactions and obfuscate the data

via hashing before it is sent to the Bitcoin blockchain.

Merkle Tree - Alice’s Account at Warehouse #1
ID: 2682C8C61B09B775AE7304DA9BA2D569EF9AFC4FB64FA5E1FDEF326A30D5EA34

Merkle Prefix Trie (MPT) stored on
server, clients only need to store the paths to their accounts.

Alice’s Receipts Issued to her by Warehouse #1

Commitment

Commitment Commitment Commitment

Chain of Commitments published on the Bitcoin 
Blockchain

Figure 4: The b verify Merkle Prefix Trie (MPT) structure
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<MPTDictionaryPartial
+ <InteriorNode>
+0 <InteriorNode>
+00 <InteriorNode>
+000 <Stub Hash: 428F31D48A4D1B932BCE5F4A68137E33A984E32E226FD646D8CF311C931A39F6>
+001 <InteriorNode>
+0010 <InteriorNode>
+00100 <InteriorNode>
+001000 <Stub Hash: AB8A74D05434F255E6B61F7CEA411A2FE737F7DA6FED104D9A1D9AAE5FAFF161>
+001001 <InteriorNode>
+0010010 <Stub Hash: BAD14BAB54CE8168ED118211BBA5BD24F2D032CD3F248EBC754F3A25924E6219>
+0010011 <InteriorNode>
+00100110 <InteriorNode>
+001001100 <Stub Hash: D431EAC31AEB1788DCC496B461E79F5711CF5C18F75F53EF7659342926009008>
+001001101 <InteriorNode>
+0010011010 <InteriorNode>
+00100110100 <InteriorNode>
+001001101000 <InteriorNode>
+0010011010000 <InteriorNode>
+00100110100000 <InteriorNode>
+001001101000000 <Stub Hash: 3B2C92E82715BA8217386469FA6F4417E2E64CBB1A8DE4C810C05C07702699F2>
+001001101000001 <DictionaryLeaf K: 2682C8C61B09B775AE7304DA9BA2D569EF9AFC4FB64FA5E1FDEF326A30D5EA34 V: 
8A19079CE69D165AAA75C11932DBF4672B48CBDB6647B8ED5A5F40CAACBABE7C Hash: 
D80EE2CF0B5A19DC217662EC8F7E67D6D714F95D36DEC1030128B737F8FD0D8F>
+00100110100001 <Stub Hash: 564EEDC0A1E5B0E813111DFB6BC34264A67CDC250346F0C1408116BF9A82FFFB>
+0010011010001 <Stub Hash: B042F92A2AEED4611E113B349B9592EA48FC31C050084130BAD6FF3C5823205D>
+001001101001 <Stub Hash: AC9EC2E1ABE7F2A588FEE21C22A88D4AD8176371DBB717DAC7F1FA180D70C811>
+00100110101 <Stub Hash: 9E00D4F7AB7A039CEAEA3444E26BE9B298C1503AFB86B261F7DE6EFE32796EC7>
+0010011011 <Stub Hash: 4172B6E0EC60BF6D54ED74286AC9A8472849C11909570304785BE3928C21174C>
+00100111 <Stub Hash: A1E6CA902965EA109DA575BA22DCEC9E2C12842DFF5EE40F645691015CF4E49D>
+00101 <Stub Hash: 061C723FDD7812FA5B3A483FA4919A691FE35DF28B868112B7A9B3EE8FD0B74B>
+0011 <Stub Hash: F6B71D241DEEDE801FC6D8FBBBDF6208D1D8B9820BC6077D028EC9380AAC7DE8>
+01 <Stub Hash: 40F682BEB5D1BA09FDC2C6754E77469CC061067E51CB977FB5559716354A0291>
+1 <Stub Hash: A9AE4851C920D0EF04B12E5438A780A4D7F983FD205F15A8D9A5F4C495E67F68>
>

A path to a client’s account in the server MPT. 
This is stored by the client and is used in proofs.
The account ID is: 2682C8C61B09B775AE7304DA9BA2D569EF9AFC4FB64FA5E1FDEF326A30D5EA34

The value of the ADS Root is: 2682C8C61B09B775AE7304DA9BA2D569EF9AFC4FB64FA5E1FDEF326A30D5EA34

Figure 5: Hashed client data stored in the server’s Merkle Prefix Trie

protocol and does not require the involvement of the central server. Note that these proofs are only

intended to be read and evaluated by computers; to a human the proofs appear to be very long

strings of numbers written in hexadecimal, e.g., see Figure 5. In addition to the receipts, the user’s

wallet application contains the secret keys necessary to transfer or receive new receipts. When a

receipt is issued, transferred or redeemed the wallet application ensures that the operation has been

performed correctly and then uses these keys to digitally sign updates. The wallet application can

then ask for a cryptographic proof from the server.

Issuing a Receipt. If a Warehouse wishes to issue a receipt to Alice (a fictitious user), the

Warehouse adds the receipt to Alice’s “account” at the warehouse, by inserting the cryptographic

hash of the receipt into the Merkle tree representing her account. Alice and the warehouse must

then sign the new root of this data structure, reflecting the addition of the receipt. Finally Alice,

and the warehouse send the signed updated root to the server, who updates the root in the MPT

stored on the server and commits it to Bitcoin. These actions are illustrated in Figure 6.

Once the server has witnessed the commitment to Bitcoin, Alice and the Warehouse can ask

the server for the path to the issued receipt. Using this information Alice and the Warehouse can

present and share the proof of the issued receipt with others.

Transferring a Receipt. If Alice seeks to transfer a receipt issued to her by Warehouse to

Bob (another fictitious user), she removes the receipt from her account Merkle tree and adds it to

Bob’s account Merkle tree. The addition and removal of the receipt are reflected in the resulting
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Commitment

New Receipt Issued to Alice by the Warehouse

Results in a new ADS Root for her Account ADS

Alice and the Warehouse digitally sign this new root to attest 
to the newly issued receipt

The server updates the ADS Root in its MPT, creating a new 
commitment which is witnessed to Bitcoin

Commitment Commitment Commitment

Figure 6: Secure issuance and commitment to the Bitcoin blockchain of warehouse receipts

Commitment

Receipt removed from 
Alice’s 
Account at the Warehouse

The server then updates the ADS Root in its MPT, creating a 
new commitment which is witnessed to Bitcoin

Commitment Commitment Commitment

Simultaneously receipt is 
added to Bob’s Account at 
the Warehouse

Alice, Bob and the Warehouse 
issuing the receipt must sign the 
updated roots

These changes produce 
new ADS Roots

Figure 7: Secure transfer and commitment to the Bitcoin blockchain of a client to client transaction

new Merkle roots for the respective data structures. At this point Alice, Bob and the Warehouse

must sign the new roots for the transfer to become valid. The server then updates its MPT to

reflect this and witnesses the update to Bitcoin. These actions are illustrated in Figure 7.

Once the server has published the commitment to Bitcoin, Alice and Bob can asks for paths to

their respective account data structures. Using these paths, both of them can construct proofs for

the receipts they own, as well as a proof of provenance for the receipt. Crucially, by broadcasting the

new commitment, Alice’s previous proof of ownership of the receipt is invalidated. This is critical—

she can no longer present a correct proof that she owns the receipt after she has transferred it.

Other systems fail to achieve this property without the use of a trusted intermediary. For more

information, we refer the reader to Aspegren (2017).
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